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Blackstone Group logged $10 billion in advisor market sales in 2016, a year in which it had just 

started on a push to churn out advisor-focused products that are expected to drive a big chunk of 

its future sales to the wealth management market – and are sparking similar expansion moves by 

other industry players. 

 

Blackstone’s total retail haul last year was down significantly in dollar terms, dropping $4 billion 

from the $14 billion it raised in 2015. But 2015 was when its giant private equity and real estate 

flagship funds were in the market, and when the manager raised a most-ever $93.6 billion overall, 

while last year it brought in a much lower, though still market-leading total of $69.7 billion. That 

means its retail sales share was only down slightly, dropping from 15% of 2015’s total to 14.3% of 

its 2016 figure. 

Last year’s tally did have the first fruit of a multi-year effort at Blackstone to develop more products 

tailored specifically for advisors, with $279 million raised for its new non-listed real estate 

investment trust (REIT) product. It sold the product, which is targeting $5 billion in sales, mostly to 

a new audience of wirehouse advisors, but has plans to sell aggressively into the REIT-friendly 

independent broker-dealer market as well, having built a new sales force over the past year. 

 

“I think the big growth area from Blackstone is going to be right there,” said Tony James, 

Blackstone’s president and COO, during the company’s earnings call last week, referring to sales 

to advisors, family offices, and smaller institutions. “[T]he brand and the kind of products we have, 

particularly in a world with low interest rates and high stock prices, really, really sells.” 

 

Blackstone’s growth expectations for vehicles designed for retail investors are a clear sign of the 

larger trend in which fund managers are buzzing with product development activity, all sensing the 

same opportunity, says Cara Williams, senior partner and global wealth leader at Mercer. 

“Everybody has woken up to the fact that there’s lots and lots of money in the wealth management 

market,” she says. “We’re going to see that continue.” 

The interest from managers is strong, but there also is a clear pull for more supply of products that 

advisors can use to allocate to alternatives across a broader part of their client base, particularly 

accredited investors with around $1 million, Williams says. It’s not likely that individual investors will 

ever approach the lofty alts allocations of foundations and endowments, but to make any progress, 
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the market will need more products that appeal to high-net-worth investors with features such as 

lower minimums and more frequent liquidity, she says. 

“Everybody has an aspiration allocation [to alternatives] in the high teens,” she says. “But liquidity 

is still such an issue for individual investors… I think everybody is going to be coming up with more 

product or better access.” 

Blackstone has plenty of company this year in efforts to boost offerings tailored for the advisor 

market, with peers such as Bain Capital, Ares Management, and Carlyle Group all making moves. 

And alts platforms built for advisors such as iCapital Network and Mercury Capital Advisors are 

also beefing up further with distribution and new product efforts to widen their reach. 

 

Mercury recently brought aboard Robert Silvani as its first sales representative on a team it is 

hiring to deliver its new iFunds alternative product platform to independent advisors and others in 

the wealth market, says George Lucaci, senior advisor at Mercury. Silvani is overseeing the iFunds 

sales efforts in Florida, and Mercury expects to bring aboard more professionals over the next 18 

months in other large markets, including Texas, New York California, and Illinois, Lucaci says. 

And iCapital is expanding on its core platform that delivers private alts funds to higher-dollar clients 

eligible to invest in institutional-class products by introducing a wider product lineup with offerings 

aimed at lower-dollar but still wealthy investors. To date it services more than $2 billion across 40 

private offerings for about 1,500 qualified purchaser investors, who typically have at least $5 million 

to invest, and now it is aiming to also serve up a different menu of products for accredited investors 

with $1 million. 

The new offering would house the types of products managers such as Blackstone are now 

developing for advisors, such as non-traded REITs, business development companies (BDCs), 

interval funds, and closed-end funds, says iCapital CEO Lawrence Calcano. 

The new platform is live, but Calcano did not offer details on the current product roster. “We expect 

to have a diverse lineup,” he says. “But we’re still very cautious. The number of these products 

over time should grow.” 

A big driver for this effort is a pull from advisors, he adds. 

“This has been on our radar a long time,” Calcano says. “We’ve been asked to help supply 

products for [wealth managers’] full client base, not just their qualified purchasers. There is real 

interest from advisors who want to provide alternative solutions for their accredited investors.” 
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